
TESTIMONIES OF THANKS FROM ADORE 27 NOVEMBER 

Fabulous and thought-provoking talk by Andrew- thank you! 

It was a thought-provoking talk and so inspiring  

Thank you for this Amazing and Blessed morning.  God Bless 

Thank you for this my first session. Just right for me. 

Thank you to all. The breakout room sharing was uplifting.  

Thank you Adore team for all the blessings of this year  

Thanks a million. God bless you all. 

Thank you to all - very uplifting session and the spirit clearly speaking through many of the 

participants. 

Thank you, Holy Spirit, for this wonderful session, confirming your ‘’will’ in our lives.  Thank 

you, all the Adore Team, for your love and faithfulness. 

What a fantastic end to this year’s programme. A fantastic morning. Our group was buzzing. 

Well done and thank you  

Thanks for a wonderful meeting today. 

Andrew gave a powerful and sensitive account of receiving and sharing the fruits of the Holy 

Spirit. 

Thank you for a very inspiring and uplifting Spirit-filled morning again this morning, I think 

that many people were encouraged, inspired and blessed by it! 

The talk explained the gifts of the spirit very well 

An inspired day of renewal 

I find it all helpful. I need the spiritual contact with people who share my Faith in Jesus. The 

Adore on-line is such a boost.  

Really beautiful Mass, celebrated by Fr Paul - very good homily, reverent, clear voice 

The breakout group was good  

I thought the priest was lovely: very real, deep and wise. 

The whole day is very helpful. Even after you finish for the day it makes you feel special. It is 

one of the best days in the month because it’s got everything you could think of to make 

someone feel special starting from the very beginning of the morning right up to the end of 

the day.  

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament was very deep and meaningful to me this time 

Good for topping up and sharing with like-minded people. 

Helps to develop my spirituality. 



A most inspirational talk.  

Andrew is a very powerful speaker  

Telephone ministry was brilliant - thanks so much. And of course Adoration is always so 

special. 

I agree wholeheartedly with Andrew Lawrence the Power of the Holy Spirit in one's life is 

essential, and totally consuming. 

I appreciate everything and everyone’s contribution  

All good and blessed as always  

The Adore team is doing a fabulous job - it is a blessing to be able to attend. Thank you. 

Prayer ministry was exceptionally helpful as always. I received excellent prayer and advice  

Excellent organisation - there was time today for small groups 

I look forward to each event  

I love the monthly Adore. The follow-up is vital for me. 

Really looking forward to hearing next year's speakers, within the framework of Mass, 

praise, and Adoration. 

Speaker was good 

Prompts my thinking 

I found this meeting especially good. The talk was brilliant and the prayers transforming. 

Thank you for all the hard work that makes these meetings so blessed and prayerful. 

 

 

 


